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High Spin EMRIs

Smoking gun     
GW signatures 

Critical phenomena 

Unique analytic 
methods 
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High Spin => 
Conformal Symmetry
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Smoking Gun #1

The ISCO is in the Near Horizon region  

The Near Horizon region is exactly co-
rotating with the Black hole 

Hence, the GW oscillation timescale of 
inspirals/plunges is fixed to the inverse 
extremal Kerr angular velocity: 
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Plunging (Equatorial Corotating) orbits 
belong to either of 2 conformal classes of orbits
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=> Allows analytic waveforms for plunges! 
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Smoking Gun #2:  
Polynomial Ringdown

GW Amplitude of 
plunges follows a late 
time power law   
between     and   .  

This is due to  
coherent stacking of 
zero-damped QNM 

It analytically 
depends upon the 
impact parameters
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Feature #3: 
Critical behaviour

A generic equatorial corotating plunging GW 
amplitude scales as                                         
.                                                      
. 

New critical behaviour in gravity! 

Self-force effects become important 
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Observability by LISA  
 (using merger signal only!)

If there is a High Spin EMRI within (0.1 Gpc)^3  

If there is a High Spin EMRI within (1 Gpc)^3 
and we are lucky :  

near-critical angular momentum or                                  
. 

large probe angular momentum                                           
.
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Explicit Waveforms  
Face-On versus Edge-On

Only m=l=2 m=l=2 to m=l=20



Conclusion
EMRIs with High Spin Central BH lead to 
smoking gun signatures and unique 
features (fixed oscillation frequency, 
polynomial ringing, critical behaviour) 

Such systems are ideal settings for 
analytic development of GW tools due 
to the simplifications induced by 
conformal symmetry


